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Scandinavia: Denmark & Sweden
Post-Trip-Extension - Stockholm Extension
2 Nights from $445 per person, double occupancy
Flight between Copenhagen and Stockholm
Three nights at the Elite Hotel Stockholm Plaza
Daily breakfast
City Information
Airport transfers
Only available with the Air Inclusive Package.

DAY 1: Travel to Stockholm
Transfer from Helsingborg to the Copenhagen airport for a midday flight to Stockholm. Upon arrival at
the Stockholm airport, claim your luggage and clear customs. If your luggage is lost, fill in a PIR form
before leaving the customs area—VBT representatives are not allowed into the customs area. (Please
note: Also make certain your VBT luggage tags are affixed to your bag so your VBT representative can
identify you.)
After exiting customs, enter the arrival hall and look for your VBT representative, who will be holding a
VBT sign and who will make arrangements for your transfer via private car or minibus to your Stockholm
hotel (transfer time is approximately 45 minutes, depending on traffic).
Enjoy the remainder of the afternoon and evening exploring Sweden’s capital.
Hotel: Elite Hotel Stockholm Plaza
Meals: Breakfast

DAY 2: Explore Stockholm
You have another free day in Stockholm. In the city’s Gamla Stan, the site of the original city, stretch your
legs as you wander amid ancient squares and medieval buildings. Marvel at one of the largest Royal
Palaces in Europe, or visit the Nobel Museum in the Old Stock Exchange Building; its exhibits chronicle
the prizes awarded here each year (except the Peace Prize, which is awarded in Oslo, Norway).
Hotel: Elite Hotel Stockholm Plaza
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Meals: Breakfast

DAY 3: Independent exploration of Stockholm
Continue your exploration of Stockholm.
Hotel: Elite Hotel Stockholm Plaza
Meals: Breakfast

DAY 4: Depart for home
After breakfast* this morning, transfer to Stockholm’s airport (approximately 45 minutes, depending on
traffic) for your departing flight.** Please ensure that you are ready in the hotel reception area at the
designated time.
*Please note: For guests with early-morning departures, breakfast at the hotel may not be available.
Please check with the reception desk to verify the times when breakfast is served.
**VBT recommends that you check your transfer time in your “Transfer Reminder.” VBT transfer times
and departure points are finalized in advance and cannot be modified for individual guests. If you extend
your stay beyond the scheduled program dates, return transportation to the airport will be at your own
expense.
Meals: Breakfast
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